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Forest height

• Forest height is one the key forest biophysical parameters

• biomass & first-order canopy structure

LiDAR 

• LiDAR provides direct measurements of the forest canopy
height

• But, it’s limited by the cost of acquisitions, continuous image
coverage and persistent cloud coverage especially over tropics

PolInSAR 

• PolInSAR has been proposed as an alternative measurement
technique for forest height mapping

• But, It’s limited by temporal signal decorrelation and modelling
of volumetric coherence, and limited availability of spaceborne
data

PolSAR

• Instead, polarimetric radar data (particularly dual-pol) are easier
to obtain from spacerborne SAR compared to long-baseline
PolInSAR data.

• PolSAR, provides useful and important details about the
physics inside one pixel and on Its own, does not provide any
information about forest height

PolSAR + 
LiDAR?

• Can an integration between PolSAR components and LiDAR
samples help to estimate forest canopy height?

ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the benefits of integrating polarimetric radar variables with

LiDAR measurements using Support Vector Machine (SVM) in order to measure the

mean forest canopy height. Multiple polarimetric variables are required as an input

in order to ensure consistent height retrieval performance across a broad range of

forest heights. We train the SVM with LiDAR samples and different polarimetric

variables based on 5000 samples (less than 1% of the full subset) collected across

the images using a stratified random sampling approach. The trained SVM was

applied to the rest of the image using the same variables but excluding the LiDAR

samples. The estimated height using our approach was validated versus LiDAR-

derived height yielding good accuracy overall (r2=0.86, RMSE = 6.8 m).

METHOD

OBJECTIVE

We aim to investigate the synergetic use of LiDAR samples and PolSAR

parameters using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to explore how vertical

measurements of LiDAR together with PolSAR parameters can cooperate

for estimation of accurate forest canopy height.
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1 Polarimetric SAR processing and generating polarimetric SAR parameters
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Correlation analysis

between individual

polarimetric SAR

parameters and

LiDAR

POLARIMETRIC 
COMPONENTS

RANK CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT

H/A/alpha (Alpha) 0.55

H/A/alpha (Anisotropy) 0.55

H/A/alpha
(Entropy)

0.65

SigmaHH 0.39
SigmaHV 0.52
SigmaVV 0.35

Pauli (HH+VV) 0.29
Pauli (HH-VV) 0.37

Pauli (2HV) 0.42
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 The study site covers two different forest types, short/sparse savannahs

and tall/dense forest.

 Our approach worked reasonably well for the short/sparse vegetation (up to

20 m height)

 The estimated height well captured the height pattern of the study site.

 There are two scenarios for the taller vegetation: overestimation for the
height ranges between 20-40m, and underestimation for 40-60 m.

 Effect of topography and terrain slope in the SAR images.

 For the taller trees, the underestimation is also related to penetration
depth at L band which can penetrate the canopy only up to a certain
depth.

CONCLUSION

 We used fully polarimetric airborne L Band SAR and a small portion of airborne

LiDAR samples, to build a machine learning for forest height estimation.

 The experiment indicates that, it is possible to estimate forest canopy height

using polarimetric parameters and a small portion of LiDAR measured height to

estimate forest canopy height over a larger scene where LiDAR is not available.

 Individual polarimetric parameters are contributing to the model by providing

different physical information inside scatterers, while LiDAR is giving information

on vertical distribution of them.

 The robustness of this approach needs to be assessed over the other test sites

and also using different datasets (e.g. satellite SAR, different SAR wavelength)

 Using different polarimetric parameters are recommended.

 This method is useful for upcoming GEDI LiDAR mission, which provides a large

number of samples at global scale.

 The method can be configured in absence of LiDAR measurements if ground

data is available, where the SVM can be trained using the ground measured

height.
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Fig5. 2D visualisation of height differences with LiDAR. A: PolInSAR multi-baseline merged

height, B: SVM PolSAR & LiDAR merged height
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Fig6. 3D visualisation of height differences with LiDAR. A: PolInSAR multi-baseline merged

height, B: SVM PolSAR & LiDAR merged height
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B: Profile of the SVM PolSAR & LiDAR merged height versus LiDAR RH100

A: Profile of the PolInSAR multi-baseline merged height versus LiDAR RH100
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Fig1. Test site and data
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Fig2. stratified random sampling

Fig3. A: LVIS RH100, B: SVM PolSAR and LiDAR merged height, and  C: Map of height differences 

Fig4. validation of the PolSAR and LiDAR merged height versus LiDAR RH100 

r2

[%]
RMSE 

[m]
RRMSE

[%]
SVM estimated 

height 0.86 6.08 18.9
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